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Abstract—This paper presents a MAP estimation method allowing the robust decoding of compressed video streams by exploiting the bitstream structure (i.e., information about the source, related to variable-length codes and source characteristics) together with the knowledge of the MAC layer CRC (here considered as additional redundancy on the MAC packet). This method is implemented via a sequential decoding algorithm in which the branch selection metric in the decoding trellis incorporates a CRC-dependent factor, and the paths which are not compatible with the source constraints are pruned. A first implementation of the proposed algorithm performs exact computations of the metrics, and is thus computationally expensive. Therefore, we also introduce a suboptimal (with tunable complexity) version of the proposed metric computation. This technique is then applied to the robust decoding of sequences encoded using the H.264/AVC standard based on CA VLC, and transmitted using a WiFi-like packet structure. Significant link budget improvement results are demonstrated for BPSK modulated signals sent over AWGN channels, even in the presence of channel coding.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless channels present a major challenge for high bitrate transmission. Factors such as signal attenuation, multiple access interference, inter-symbol interference, and Doppler shift can heavily degrade signal quality. Consequently, the typical BER encountered in mobile transmission can be several orders of magnitude higher than in wire line (e.g., DSL) transmission.

High efficiency video transmission is usually dependent on the compression mechanism applied to the image stream [28]. Nevertheless, the compressed video flow is very sensitive to transmission errors. A single error can lead to a decoder de-synchronization resulting in a total loss of remaining picture information or to inter-image error propagation due to inter-picture coding. Consequently, the video stream incoming in the video decoder has to be nearly error-free.

In wireless transmission, the received signal may be heavily corrupted and is not directly usable by the video decoder. A first solution to alleviate this problem consists in grouping data into packets protected by an error-detection code (CRC or checksum) [5], [16]. Packets for which integrity is not ensured at receiver side may then be retransmitted. Nevertheless, retransmissions may become difficult in scenarii with strong delay constraints (e.g., for visiophony), or even impossible when broadcasting data (e.g., in satellite television).

In such situations, the standard solution is to make use of very strong error-correction codes (e.g., turbo codes, LDPC) at the Physical (PHY) layer combined with packet-erasure codes (e.g., Reed-Solomon) at intermediate protocol layers [19], [26]. However, due to the high channel variability, redundancy is rarely optimally dimensioned. It may be oversized when the channel is clear, reducing the bandwidth allocated for the data. In contrary, some corrupted packets cannot be recovered in bad channel conditions and are lost. Error-concealment techniques [9], [15] may then be used by the source decoders at the Application (APL) layer. They exploit the redundancy (temporal and/or spatial) in the decoded multimedia stream for estimating the missing information. However, even if very efficient for providing a video of acceptable visual quality, error concealment cannot replace a clean reception in terms of quality.

In the last years, joint source-channel decoding techniques have been proposed to correct damaged packets. Such methods involve robust source decoders, which exploit the inherent redundancy in the received packets for correcting errors. Several types of redundancy have been identified. Constraints in the syntax of variable-length codes [7], [8], [14], [24], [31] have been used first. Then, the properties due to the semantic of the source coders have been combined along with the syntax redundancy to improve the performance of robust decoders [4], [22], [27], [32]. Redundancy associated to the packetization of encoded data have been introduced in [18]. Recently, information introduced by the channel codes have been jointly employed together with the residual redundancy through iterative decoding processes [3], [21], [30]. These joint schemes improve the decoding performance when compared to classical schemes.

This paper focuses on robust decoding of video data in a downlink situation. We propose a sequential decoding algorithm jointly exploiting the syntax and semantic properties of the encoded video stream together with the redundancy at MAC layer provided by the CRC. Here, the CRC is not only used to detect errors but is also considered as an error correcting code. This CRC based decoding approach has been presented in [17], [23], [29] for correcting erroneous packets. The main contribution of this paper is to make a simultaneous usage of the CRC and the source redundancy to improve the video decoding performance. This paper is based on a variety of techniques (soft decoding of block codes [2],
A protocol stack design where the PHY, MAC, and APL layers of the receiver work very closely together is presented here. Three changes are required to implement the proposed solution:

- The PHY layer includes a Soft-Input Soft-Output (SISO) channel decoder for processing the incoming protected data. The soft information are transmitted to the next layer.
- In the MAC layer, the CRC check is deactivated and no retransmission is allowed. Complete MAC packets (composed of header, payload, and CRC) are transferred to the upper layer for being integrated in the payload of IP packets.
- The MAC header and MAC CRC which usually are not transmitted by the IP, UDP, and RTP layers, are now assumed to be available at the APL layer in the form of soft values.

These changes require some information to be available everywhere inside the receiver and are compatible with the usual transmission structure: only the receiver has to be modified, and both the transmitter operations and the signal sent are unchanged. As outlined above, they are facilitated by using the robust header recovery and permeable layer mechanisms presented in [10], [20]. Here, the headers are assumed to be available without errors at all layers.

With these modifications, the APL layer receives a succession of MAC packets, containing soft information (provided by the PHY layer). The format of data received by the APL layer is depicted in Figure 2.

In the proposed architecture, the CRC still plays some error-detection role, used to minimize the computational complexity: its first use is to deactivate the robust decoding process (which is computationally expensive) when:

1) normal CRC check is successful,
2) the quality of soft information provided by the lower layer is too poor, i.e., when the signal power is smaller than a pre-defined threshold. In such a case, the packet is discarded (or retransmitted, see [6]).

The next section presents the analytical derivation of the decoding metric which may be used for robust reconstruction of the transmitted video sequence. We then propose a sequential decoding algorithm based on this metric.

### III. Group-Based Sequential Decoding

#### A. Notations

The symbols produced by a video coder before entropy coding are assumed to be generated by a source $S$, which
has to satisfy some semantic rules. Consider a vector \( \mathbf{m} = [m_1 \ldots m_K] \) of \( K \) symbols generated by this source. The entropy coder associates a variable-length codeword \( x_{m_i} \) to each component \( m_i \), \( i = 1 \ldots K \), which is then mapped onto a binary sequence \( \mathbf{x} = [x_{m_1} \ldots x_{m_K}] \), with

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{K} \ell(x_{m_i}) = \ell(\mathbf{x}).
\]  

In (1) and in what follows, \( \ell(v) \) denotes the length in bits of the vector \( v \). Thus, \( \mathbf{x} \) has to be compliant with the syntax of the variable-length code (VLC) and with the semantic rules of the source \( S \).

At MAC layer, a header \( \mathbf{h} \) is added at the beginning of the payload \( \mathbf{x} \), resulting in a concatenated vector \( \mathbf{d} = [h, x] \). A CRC is then computed from the data \( \mathbf{d} \) and appended to \([h, x]\) to form a MAC packet. This set of information is collected in a vector \( \mathbf{t} = [h, x, c] = [d, c] \), where \( c = \mathcal{F}(d) \), \( \mathcal{F} \) being a generic encoding function.

The computation of \( c \) depends on some generator polynomial \( g(z) = \sum_{i=0}^{\ell(d)} a_i z^i \) characterizing the CRC [5]. A systematic generator matrix \( \mathbf{G} = [I, \Pi] \) may be associated to \( g(z) \). Using \( \mathbf{G} \), \( c \) may be determined by a recursive processing over the \( \ell(d) \) bits of \( \mathbf{d} \) as follows

\[
c^{j+1} = \mathcal{F}(d^{j+1}) = c^j \oplus (d_{j+1} \cdot \pi(d_{j+1})).
\]  

In (2), \( d^j = [d_1 \ldots d_j, 0 \ldots 0] \), \( \pi(d_j) \) is the \( j \)-th row of \( \Pi \), \( \oplus \) the XOR operator. At initialization, \( c^0 \) is set to 0. After \( \ell(d) \) iterations, the vector \( c(\mathbf{d}) \) contains the CRC value related to \( \mathbf{d} \) (i.e., \( c(\mathbf{d}) = c \)).

In our model, vector \( \mathbf{t} \) is then BPSK-modulated and transmitted over an AWGN channel that corrupts the modulated packets with a Gaussian noise of zero mean and variance \( \sigma^2 \). At the receiver, the observed vector is \( \mathbf{y} = [y_h, y_x, y_c] \), where \( y_h, y_x \), and \( y_c \) are the observations of \( \mathbf{h}, \mathbf{x} \), and \( \mathbf{c} \) respectively. \( y_t \) contains the observations of \( \mathbf{t} \) and represents a segment of the APL packet depicted in Figure 2. An overview of the transmission scheme is illustrated in Figure 3.

### B. Decoding Algorithm

Assuming that the header \( \mathbf{h} \) has been correctly received, the optimal MAP estimator \( \hat{a}_e \) for the \( e \)-th group is given by

\[
\hat{a}_e = \arg \max_{a_e \in \Omega_e^c} P(a_e|h, y_x, y_c),
\]  

where \( \Omega_e^c \) is the set of valid combinations of \( a_e \), i.e., compliant with the syntax of the VLC and the semantic of the source. Since \( \Omega_e^c \) is not well structured, obtaining \( \hat{a}_e \) would require constructing the \( 2^{|a_e|} \) possible combinations, keeping only the valid sequences (belonging to \( \Omega_e^c \)), then evaluating \( P(a_e|h, y_x, y_c) \) for each of them. When \( \ell(a_e) \) is large (which is usually the case since this reduces the overhead due to the transmission of the side information), a sequential decoder is involved in order to reduce the decoding complexity [1].

Consider the \( n \)-th step of the decoding of group \( e \). One may write

\[
\mathbf{x} = [b_e, u_{e,n}, s_{e,n}, r_{e,n}],
\]  

with:

- \( b_e = [a_1 \ldots a_{e-1}] \), the bits of the first \( e-1 \) groups. Note that for the decoding of \( a_e \), \( b_e \) is considered as a random vector and not as the decoded bitstream obtained previously.
- \( u_{e,n} \), the first bits of \( a_e \) for which a set of valid combinations \( \Omega_{u,n}^c \) has been evaluated at step \( n-1 \) by the decoder.
- \( s_{e,n} \), a vector for which, regardless of the syntax of the VLC and the semantic of the video coder, \( 2^{|s_{e,n}|} \) binary combinations are possible. Let \( \Omega_{s,n}^c \) be the set of these sequences.
- \( r_{e,n} \), the \( \ell(r_{e,n}) \) remaining bits of \( \mathbf{x} \). These bits have not yet been processed by the decoder but they are involved in the computation of the CRC.

Figure 4 illustrates the considered structure of the packet. The observations associated to these four vectors are \( y_b^e, y_u^e, y_s^e, \) and \( y_r^e \). Moreover, let \( \Omega_{u,s}^{c,n} \subset \Omega_{u}^{c,n} \times \Omega_{s}^{c,n} \) be the set of valid pairs \([u_{e,n}, s_{e,n}]\). At the \( n \)-th step, the sequential decoding algorithm evaluates

\[
P(u_{e,n}, s_{e,n}|y_b^e, y_u^e, y_s^e, y_r^e, h) \propto
\]

\[
P(u_{e,n}, s_{e,n}|y_b^e, y_u^e, y_s^e, y_r^e, h).\]

1In realistic situations, the groups of codewords belonging to a specific class of video coding parameters are correlated. However, we consider here that the existing dependencies are small and may be neglected.
for each $[u_{e,n}, s_{e,n}] \in \Omega_{u}^{e,n} \times \Omega_{s}^{e,n}$. In (5), one may write
\[
P(u_{e,n}, s_{e,n}, y_{b}^{e,n}, y_{u}^{e,n}, y_{s}^{e,n}, y_{r}^{e,n}|h) = \sum_{b_{e}, r_{e,n}} P(b_{e}, u_{e,n}, s_{e,n}, r_{e,n}, y_{b}^{e,n}, y_{u}^{e,n}, y_{s}^{e,n}, y_{r}^{e,n}|h).
\]
Moreover
\[
P(b_{e}, u_{e,n}, s_{e,n}, r_{e,n}, y_{b}^{e,n}, y_{u}^{e,n}, y_{s}^{e,n}, y_{r}^{e,n}|h) = P(u_{e,n}, s_{e,n}, h) P(y_{b}^{e,n}|u_{e,n}, s_{e,n}, h) P(y_{u}^{e,n}|y_{b}^{e,n}, u_{e,n}, s_{e,n}, h) 
\]
\[P(y_{s}^{e,n}|y_{u}^{e,n}, y_{b}^{e,n}, u_{e,n}, s_{e,n}, h) P(y_{r}^{e,n}|y_{s}^{e,n}, y_{b}^{e,n}, y_{u}^{e,n}, u_{e,n}, s_{e,n}, h). \]
Using the fact that $u_{e,n}$ and $s_{e,n}$ do not depend on $h$ and that the channel is memoryless, (6) becomes
\[
P(b_{e}, u_{e,n}, s_{e,n}, r_{e,n}, y_{b}^{e,n}, y_{u}^{e,n}, y_{s}^{e,n}, y_{r}^{e,n}|h) = P(u_{e,n}, s_{e,n}) P(y_{b}^{e,n}|u_{e,n}) P(y_{u}^{e,n}|u_{e,n}, s_{e,n}) P(y_{s}^{e,n}|s_{e,n}) P(y_{r}^{e,n}|y_{b}^{e,n}, y_{u}^{e,n}, y_{s}^{e,n}, u_{e,n}, s_{e,n}, h). \]
Now, combining (5), (6), and (7), one obtains
\[
P(u_{e,n}, s_{e,n}, y_{b}^{e,n}, y_{u}^{e,n}, y_{s}^{e,n}, y_{r}^{e,n}, h) \propto P(u_{e,n}, s_{e,n}) P(y_{u}^{e,n}|u_{e,n}) P(y_{s}^{e,n}|s_{e,n}) \Phi(h, u_{e,n}, s_{e,n}, y_{b}^{e,n}, y_{u}^{e,n}, y_{s}^{e,n}, y_{r}^{e,n}, y_{c}), \]
with
\[
\Phi(h, u_{e,n}, s_{e,n}, y_{b}^{e,n}, y_{u}^{e,n}, y_{s}^{e,n}, y_{c}) = \sum_{b_{e}, r_{e,n}} P(b_{e}, r_{e,n}, y_{b}^{e,n}, y_{u}^{e,n}, y_{s}^{e,n}, y_{r}^{e,n}, y_{c}|h, u_{e,n}, s_{e,n}). \]
In (8), $P(u_{e,n}, s_{e,n})$ represents the a priori probability of \( [u_{e,n}, s_{e,n}] \), which is null if $[u_{e,n}, s_{e,n}] \notin \Omega_{u}^{e,n}$. As for the valid sequences, they are assumed to be equally likely a priori, i.e., $P(u_{e,n}, s_{e,n}) = 1/|\Omega_{u}^{e,n}|$. Consequently, the metric $M_{e}$ associated to a valid sequence in group $e$ is given by
\[
M_{e}([u_{e,n}, s_{e,n}] \in \Omega_{u}^{e,n}| h, y_{i}) = P(y_{u}^{e,n}|u_{e,n}) P(y_{s}^{e,n}|s_{e,n}) \Phi(h, u_{e,n}, s_{e,n}, y_{b}^{e,n}, y_{u}^{e,n}, y_{s}^{e,n}, y_{c}), \]
where $P(y_{u}^{e,n}|u_{e,n})$ and $P(y_{s}^{e,n}|s_{e,n})$ are the likelihoods of $u_{e,n}$ and $s_{e,n}$ respectively.

### C. Implementation Issues and Complexity

In (10), $\Phi(h, u_{e,n}, s_{e,n}, y_{b}^{e,n}, y_{u}^{e,n}, y_{s}^{e,n}, y_{c})$ is a sum the complexity of which is $O(2^{(|b_{e}+|r_{e,n}|-1)}$. Consequently, the evaluation complexity of (5) for all $[u_{e,n}, s_{e,n}] \in \Omega_{u}^{e,n}$ is $O(|\Omega_{u}^{e,n}| \cdot |\Omega_{s}^{e,n}| \cdot 2^{(|b_{e}+|r_{e,n}|-1)})$. $|\Omega_{s}^{e,n}|$ depends on the number of bits taken into account at the $n$-th steps and may thus be upper bounded by a constant. The main difficulty comes from $|\Omega_{u}^{e,n}|$, which is growing exponentially with $n$. To limit the complexity increase, at each step, only the $M$ most probable sequences belonging to $\Omega_{u}^{e,n}$ are kept and stored in $\Omega_{u}^{e,n+1}$. The parameter $M$ allows to tune the trade-off between complexity and efficiency.

Figure 5 illustrates the evolution of the parts $b_{e}$, $u_{e,n}$, $s_{e,n}$, and $r_{e,n}$ through the different steps. The flowchart of the decoding algorithm is depicted in Figure 6 and explanations are given in the following. Note that the metric $M_{e}([u_{e,n}, s_{e,n}]| h, y_{i})$ is computed using (10). A each step, one obtains a suboptimal algorithm the complexity of which becomes $O(2^{(|b_{e}+|r_{e,n}|-1)}$, mainly due to the evaluation of $\Phi$ in (10). Section IV describes optimal and suboptimal reduced-complexity algorithms for determining $\Phi$ and $M_{e}$.

Let $N_{e}$ be the number of steps necessary to reach the end of group $e$. The number of bits $\ell(s_{e,n})$, for $i = 1 \ldots N_{e}$, must thus be adjusted such that
\[
\sum_{i=1}^{N_{e}} \ell(s_{e,i}) = \ell(a_{e}). \]

### IV. Practical Evaluation of the MAP Metric

For the sake of simplicity, the exponents $e$ and $n$ are omitted in what follows. Moreover, $\Phi(h, u, s, y_{b}, y_{u}, y_{c})$ and $M([u, s] \in \Omega_{u}^{e,n}| h, y_{i})$ are replaced by $\Phi$ and $M([u, s])$. 
In (10), only the computation of $\Phi$ requires a large complexity. Assuming that the bits of $b$ and $r$ are i.i.d. and do not depend on $h$, $u$, and $s$, (9) becomes

$$\Phi = \sum_b \sum_r P(b)P(y_0|b)P(r)P(y_r|r)P(y_r|F([h, b, u, s, r]))$$

(12)

Assuming that all $b$ and all $r$ are equally likely \emph{a priori}, the evaluation of (12) requires summing the product of the likelihoods related to $b$, $r$, and their corresponding CRC over the $2^{l(b)+l(r)}$ combinations of $b$ and $r$. In this section, two reduced-complexity methods are proposed for evaluating (10) based on two evaluations of $\Phi$. The first one provides an exact evaluation of $M$, whereas the second results in an approximate (but faster) evaluation of the metric.

### A. Exact Computation

The CRC can be evaluated recursively over the data $d$, as shown by (2). More precisely, the value of the CRC associated to the first $j+1$ bits of $d$ (in short, at time $j$) only depends on the value of the CRC at time $j$ and on the $j+1$-st bit of $d$. Each value of the CRC at time $j$ leads to two different values of the CRC at time $j+1$. Consequently, the evolution of the CRC values according to the bits of $d$ can be described by a trellis. In this trellis, states correspond to the $2^{l(c)}$ possible values of the CRC. Transitions are determined by the bits of $d$. At each time $j = 1 \ldots \ell(d)$, we study the contribution of $d_j$ (the $j$-th bit of $d$) to the global CRC.

In our case, $d = [h, b, u, s, r]$. The header $h$ is assumed to be known and we want to find the best combination of $[u, s] \in \Omega_{[u, s]}$ by taking into account the redundancy of the code (given by $c$). The trellis is thus applied to the portions $b$, $r$, and $c$ for given $h$, $u$, and $s$. This trellis consists in grouping combinations of $b$ and $r$ giving the same value of the CRC.

Consequently, (12) may be rewritten as

$$\Phi = \sum_c \sum_{b, r \in F([h, b, u, s, r])} P(y_c|c) P(b)P(y_b|b)P(r)P(y_r|r).$$

(13)

In the sequel, the state associated to a possible value $c'$ of CRC is denoted by $S(c')$, $c'$ being the binary representation of $S(c') \in \{0 \ldots 2^{l(c)} - 1\}$. For instance with a 3-bit CRC, if $c' = [1, 0, 1]$ then $S(c') = 5$. After some derivations, one can show that (13) may be generalized as follows (see Appendix)

$$\Phi = \sum_{c'} \sum_{b \in F([h, b, 0, 0, 0])} P(b)P(y_b|b)$$

$$= \sum_{c'} \sum_{r \in F([0, 0, 0, u, s, r])} P(r)P(y_r|r)P(y_r|c' \oplus F([0, 0, u, s, r]))$$

$$= \sum_{c'} \alpha(S(c')) \cdot \beta(S(c' \oplus F([0, 0, u, s, 0])))$$

(14)

with

$$\alpha(S(c')) = \sum_{b \in F([h, b, 0, 0, 0])} P(b)P(y_b|b).$$

(15)

$$\beta(S(c'')) = \sum_r P(r)P(y_r|r)P(y_r|c'' \oplus F([0, 0, 0, r, 0])).$$

(16)

for all $c', c'' \in GF(2)^{l(c)}$. In (15), $\alpha(S(c'))$ represents the sum of the probabilities associated to the combinations of $b$ reaching state $S(c')$ when starting from state $S(F([h, 0, 0, 0, 0]))$. (16) is \(\beta(S(c''))\) denotes the sum of the probabilities associated to all combinations of $[r, c'' \oplus F([0, 0, 0, 0, r])]$ when starting from state $S(c')$. In fact, the evaluation of $\Phi$ using (14) is efficiently performed using the BCJR algorithm for block codes [2], [33]. Thus, $\alpha(S(c'))$ and $\beta(S(c''))$ are easily evaluated recursively as follows

$$\alpha_{j+1}(S(c')) = P(b_j + 1 = 0)P(y_{b_j + 1} | b_j + 1 = 0)\alpha_j(S(c'))$$

$$+ P(b_j + 1 = 1)P(y_{b_j + 1} | b_j + 1 = 1)\alpha_j(S(c' \oplus \pi(b_j + 1)))$$

(17)

with the boundary conditions (at $j = 0$)

$$\alpha_0(S(c')) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{for } c' = F([h, 0, 0, 0, 0]) \\ 0 & \text{for all } c' \neq F([h, 0, 0, 0, 0]) \end{cases},$$

(18)

and

$$\beta_{j-1}(S(c'')) = P(r_j = 0)P(y_{r_j} | r_j = 0)\beta_j(S(c''))$$

$$+ P(r_j = 1)P(y_{r_j} | r_j = 1)\beta_j(S(c'' \oplus \pi(r_j)))$$

(19)

with the boundary conditions (at $j = \ell(r)$)

$$\beta_{\ell(r)}(S(c'')) = P(y_c | r, c'' \oplus \pi(r)),$$

(20)

for all $c'' \in GF(2)^{l(c)}$.

The equations in (17) and (19) are the key for computing $\alpha(S(c'))$ with a forward recursion over the bits of $b$ and $\beta(S(c''))$ with a backward recursion over the bits of $r$. After $\ell(b)$ iterations, $\alpha_{\ell(b)}(S(c')) = \alpha(S(c'))$, and after $\ell(r)$ iterations, $\beta_{\ell(r)}(S(c'')) = \beta(S(c''))$.

Finally, substituting (14) in (10), one obtains

$$M([u, s]) = \sum_{c'} \alpha(S(c')) \cdot P(y_u|u)P(y_s|s)$$

$$\cdot \beta(S(c' \oplus F([0, 0, u, s, 0])))$$

$$= P(y_u|u)P(y_s|s)$$

$$\cdot \sum_{c', c'' | c'' \oplus F([0, 0, u, s, 0])} \alpha(S(c')) \cdot \beta(S(c''))$$

(21)

The evaluation of $M([u, s])$ consists in summing the probabilities associated to the $2^{l(c)}$ paths linking state $S(c')$ to state $S(c'')$, such as $c'' = c' \oplus F([0, 0, u, s, 0])$.

The steps for evaluating the global metric (10) with the above mentioned method are summarized below:

**Step 1:** Initialize $\alpha_0(S(c'))$ and $\beta_{\ell(r)}(S(c''))$ according to (18) and (20).

**Step 2:** Compute $\alpha_j(S(c'))$, for all $c' \in GF(2)^{l(c)}$ and for all $j = 1 \ldots \ell(b)$, by using (17) in a forward way (partial BCJR forward step).

**Step 3:** Compute $\beta_j(S(c''))$, for all $c'' \in GF(2)^{l(c)}$ and for all $j = \ell(r) - 1 \ldots 0$, by using (19) in a backward way (partial BCJR backward step).

**Step 4:** For each $[u, s] \in \Omega_{[u, s]}$, compute the metric $M([u, s])$ by using (21), recalling that $\alpha(S(c')) = \alpha_{\ell(b)}(S(c'))$ and $\beta(S(c'')) = \beta_{\ell(r)}(S(c''))$.

Hence, one step of the sequential decoding is performed with a complexity $O((\ell(b) + \ell(r)) + |\Omega_{[u, s]}|)2^{l(c)}$, compared to $O(|\Omega_{[u, s]}|2^{l(b)+l(r)})$ for a decoding with a straightforward metric computation.
**Remark 1:** As presented above, the decoding of \( x \) requires repeating steps 1 to 4 for each portion \([u, s]\) in \( x \) since the portions \( b \) and \( r \) change according to the position of \([u, s]\). To optimize the global decoding, as soon as \( y_t \) is received, \( \alpha_j(S(c'_j)) \) and \( \beta_j(S(c''_j)) \) may be computed, for all \( c'_j, c''_j \in GF(2)[(e)] \) and for all \( j = 0 \ldots \ell(x) \), and may be stored in matrices \( A \) and \( B \). This is equivalent to perform a complete BCJR algorithm over \( x \): the forward step is performed on \( b = x \) and the backward step on \( r = x \). The global decoding of \( x \) begins after this step. As explained previously, each portion \([u, s]\) is sequentially decoded by using (21) in which the values of \( \alpha(S(c'_j)) \) and \( \beta(S(c''_j)) \) are extracted from \( A \) and \( B \) depending on the position of the current portion \([u, s]\).

Note that in this case, steps 1 to 3 are performed once as a preamble, and step 4 is performed repeatedly for each \([u, s]\) in \( x \).

**B. Approximate Computation**

In practice, most CRCs are larger than 16 bits and the complexity \( \mathcal{O}(2^{\ell(e)}) \) is too large to allow a real-time implementation of the method presented in Section IV-A. An approximate computation consists in splitting the CRC into \( m_b \) partitions of \( \ell(e)/m_b \) bits, each partition being assumed statistically independent from the others. A trellis is thus associated to each of the \( m_b \) partitions. Thus, \( y_e \) may be written as \( y_e = [y_{e1}, \ldots y_{e_{m_b}}] \). Using the independence approximation, as explained with more details in [20], the global metric in (21) becomes

\[
\mathcal{M}([u, s]) = P(y_u | u) P(y_s | s) \prod_{m=1}^{m_b} \sum_{c_m, c'_m, c''_m} \alpha^m(S(c'_m)) \cdot \beta^m(S(c''_m)),
\]

where \( \alpha^m(S(c'_m)) \) and \( \beta^m(S(c''_m)) \) represent the probabilities associated to states \( S(c'_m) \) and \( S(c''_m) \) respectively, for \( c_m, c'_m, c''_m \in GF(2)[(e)]/m_b \), in the \( m \)-th trellis.

The total complexity for evaluating (22) is now \( \mathcal{O}(\ell(b) + \ell(r) + |\Omega_{[u, s]}|) 2^{\ell(e)/m_b} \), at the cost of a slightly suboptimal performance.

**Remark 2:** To reduce the complexity of the global decoding of \( x \), we can apply the principle introduced in Remark 1 to the new method. In this algorithm, the group generates first the \( m_b \) submatrices \( A^m \) and \( B^m \) associated to partition \( c_m \). During the decoding, the values of \( \alpha^m(S(c'_m)) \) and \( \beta^m(S(c''_m)) \) in (22) are extracted from \( A^m \) and \( B^m \) according to the position of the current portion \([u, s]\).

**C. Decoding complexity**

From the two previous sections, one may evaluate the computational complexity for evaluating (10) as \( \mathcal{O}(\ell(b) + \ell(r) + |\Omega_{[u, s]}|) 2^{\ell(e)/m_b} \) with the exact computation and as \( \mathcal{O}(\ell(b) + \ell(r) + |\Omega_{[u, s]}|) m_b 2^{\ell(e)/m_b} \) with the suboptimal algorithm.

A careful comparison for the decoding of an erroneous payload \( x \) depends on the choice of several parameters, which also have an impact on the performance. It is shown in the simulation section below that significant improvements can be obtained with respect to the classical reception algorithm even when the complexity is reduced by a factor larger than \( 4.10^6 \), compared to an optimal decoding algorithm.

**Fig. 6.** Proposed sequential decoding scheme.

A payload \( x \) is divided in \( E \) groups, each group \( e \) is processed iteratively in \( N_e \) steps. At each step \( n \) of the decoding of the \( e \)-th group, \( \ell(s_{e,n}) \approx \ell(x)/E.N_e \) bits are thus decoded. As \( \Omega_{[u, s]} \) contains only the valid sequences obtained by concatenating \( \ell(s_{e,n}) \) possible sequences \( s_{e,n} \), one has \( |\Omega_{[u, s]}|^2 = |\Omega_{[u, s]}|^2 \ell(x)/E.N_e \). When \( |\Omega_{[u, s]}|^2 \) is so large, only the \( M \) best candidates are kept, see Figure 6. Finally, since \( \ell(b) + \ell(r) \approx \ell(x) \), the decoding complexity is

\[
C_e = \mathcal{O} (E.N_e. \left ( \ell(x) + M.2^{\ell(x)/N_e} \right ) 2^{\ell(e)})
\]

when the exact computation is performed for evaluating (10) and

\[
C_e = \mathcal{O} (E.N_e. \left ( \ell(x) + M.2^{\ell(x)/N_e} \right ) m_b 2^{\ell(e)/m_b})
\]

when the suboptimal algorithm is used. The tuning parameters are thus \( E, N_e, M, \) and \( m_b \) in the case of the suboptimal algorithm.

Considering a large (but not too large) value of \( E, i.e., considering many groups reduces the computational complexity. The price to be paid is an increased overhead, since more position markers are required to localize these groups. The number of decoding steps \( N_e \) of a group has also to be optimized to minimize the decoding complexity. When \( M \) is increased, the decoding complexity increases, but since more candidates are kept in \( \Omega_{[u, s]} \), the decoder may perform better. The role of \( m_b \) has already be discussed in Section IV-B.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In the extended profile of H.264/AVC [13], an error-resilience mode is provided. In this mode, the compressed picture data are classified according to their influence on the video quality. Three partitions are defined:

- Partition A contains the headers and the motion vectors of each encoded picture.
- Partition B consists of the texture coefficients of INTRA coded blocks.
- Partition C contains the texture coefficients of INTER coded blocks.

This stream decomposition allows an adaptation of the protection to the sensitivity of the partition to be sent. After compression, each partition is encapsulated in a Network Abstraction Layer Unit (NALU) which is delivered to the RTP layer. In our simulation, packets associated to the A partition are assumed heavily protected and correctly interpreted at the receiver. On the other hand, B and C packets are transmitted over a noisy channel and are corrupted by transmission errors. As previously mentioned, these packets contain the texture coefficients of the various $4 \times 4$ blocks of a picture. These blocks are encoded in CAVLC [25].

In this paper, we focus on the decoding of the CAVLC sequences included in the B and C packets. Each CAVLC sequence is considered as an independent group of codewords which can be separated from the others by using the position markers, transmitted as side information (see Section III-A). Consequently, the group-based sequential decoding method of Section III may be used for their estimation. Note that in H.264/AVC, the CAVLC sequences are not totally independent (adaptive context) but the existing dependencies are indeed small and are neglected here. The performance of the presented method has been evaluated by simulations and compared to that of two other decoding methods: a standard decoding method and a classical robust decoding method (exploiting only the source properties).

The simulated system consists of a transmitter, a channel, and a receiver. The transmitter uses repeatedly the 5 first pictures of Foreman.cif with the IPPPP frame structure and generates the encoded partitions using the CAVLC H.264/AVC video coder. Video packets (partitions) are then processed by the protocol stack defined in Figure 1. At the MAC layer, IP packets are fragmented in several MAC packets of variable payload size. A CRC of 4 bytes, consistent with the 802.11 standard, is added at the end of each MAC fragment. At the PHY layer of the transmitter, the data are encoded by the convolutional channel coder of the 802.11a standard [12]. Next, the coded PHY packets are mapped onto BPSK symbols before being sent over the physical medium. To improve the decoding performance, the aforementioned position markers are sent as side information, indicating the location of each $4 \times 4$ encoded texture block in B and C packets. This side information is transmitted in a specific NALU and the markers are compressed using the Exp-Golomb coding of H.264/AVC. The overhead due to the transmission of this redundancy represents about 30% of the total bitrate. The channel does not degrade the data contained in A packets nor the side information. On the other hand, it does add a white Gaussian noise to the other packets. At the receiver, the data are processed by a SISO channel decoder (BCJR algorithm) and are then delivered to the APL layer (following the permeable mechanism explained in Section II). At the APL layer, three different decoders are considered:

1) A standard decoder performs hard decisions on the received soft data and makes usage of position markers to decode each block.

2) A robust decoder uses the source properties, the soft data as well as the position markers, but does not use the redundancy provided by the CRC. This decoder exploits the algorithm depicted in Section III, but the metric in (10) does not include the term $\Phi$.

3) A CRC-robust decoder combines all the previous sources of redundancy along with the CRC properties through the decoding method presented in Sections III and IV.

Note that, in our simulations, the two robust decoders use the same stack size $M = 20$ and the same default decoding depth $\ell(s) = 4$ bits. The size of a group is 11 bits in average. The CRC-robust decoder uses the suboptimal method presented in Section IV-B. For this purpose, the CRC is split into 4 blocks of 8 bits, this allows to reduce the decoding complexity by a factor of more than $4 \times 10^6$. The decoding complexity of the exact algorithm is not manageable in this context and is thus not considered.

Figures 7 to 10 show the evolution of the Image Block Error Rate (IBER) and of the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) of the decoded video as a function of the SNR for the three different decoders, with and without channel coding. In Figures 7 and 8, the channel coder/decoder at PHY layer was deactivated. In all figures, the standard, robust, and CRC-robust decoders are compared for a MAC payload size of 120 bytes.

We can notice that in terms of IBER, the standard decoder is outperformed by the two robust decoders independently...
of the presence of the outer channel code. Moreover, the two robust decoders are equivalent for low SNRs and the CRC-robust decoder outperforms the classical robust decoder above a given SNR threshold. In this region, the coding gain increases with the SNR. This behavior is specific to channel decoding performance: the CRC plays the role of an error-correcting code above this threshold. In our simulations, the threshold is about $8.5\, \text{dB}$ in Figure 7, and $1.8\, \text{dB}$ in Figure 9.

In terms of PSNR, the behavior is almost similar. However, when the channel conditions are good enough, the difference in IBER does not translates in PSNR improvements, since the number of erroneous blocks is very small for all decoders. As a result, the CRC-robust decoder improves over the robust decoder only in a specific SNR range (from $8\, \text{dB}$ to $12\, \text{dB}$ without channel code and from $1.8\, \text{dB}$ to $3.8\, \text{dB}$ with a channel code).

Globally, the comparison between Figures 7 and 8 on one side and Figures 9 and 10 on the other side, shows that the presence of the convolutional code at PHY layer reduces largely the improvements brought by robust decoders, but that significant improvements are still observed. The robust decoders provide improvements as soon as the convolutional code leaves some (and not too many) uncorrected errors in the bitstream.

Figure 11 illustrates the 5-th image of the Foreman.cif video sequence, along with its reproductions obtained after this image is transmitted and decoded by the standard, robust and CRC-robust decoders respectively. In this figure, the channel coder/decoder is considered. This result was obtained with a payload size of 120 bytes and at an SNR of $2.8\, \text{dB}$ for which the PSNR of the standard, robust and CRC-robust decoders are 29, 35 and 38 dB respectively (see Figure 10). Obviously, the image obtained with the standard decoder contains many artifacts and is of a very poor quality. On the other hand, the robust decoder strongly improves the quality even though some distortions are still visible. Finally, no visual difference may be noticed between the original image and the image obtained by the CRC-robust decoder.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a MAP estimator for robust video decoding. The decoder jointly exploits the inherent source coder information along with the MAC layer CRC redundancy. The implementation of this MAP estimator was shown to be a combination of a sequential decoding algorithm along with the BCJR algorithm for obtaining appropriate metrics. We applied this method to H.264/AVC decoding of CAVLC sequences. Simulation results show that the information carried by the CRC does improve the decoding efficiency.
More precisely, joint use of CRC and source properties becomes interesting above a certain threshold. It should be noted that, the bitrate used for transmitting the side information is rather high (about 30%) in the presented experiments. We are currently working at reducing this overhead. One possibility is to consider position markers indicating, e.g., the location of each macroblock of 16 × 16 pixels.

The proposed method could readily be applied to H.264 with a Context Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coder (CABAC) as entropy code. Nevertheless, the residual redundancy left by the CABAC in the compressed bitstream is less than that left by the CA VLC. The performance improvement provided by the robust decoders would probably be less significant.

APPENDIX

Below, we detail the derivation of (14). Assuming that the bits of b and r are i.i.d. and do not depend on h, u, and s, \( \Phi \) in (9) may be developed as follows

\[
\Phi = \sum_{b,r} P(b)P(y_b|b)P(r)P(y_r|r) \\
= \sum_r P(r)P(y_r|r) \sum_{b,y} P(b)P(y_b|b) \\
P(y_c|F([h,b,u,s,r])) \\
= \sum_r P(r)P(y_r|r) \sum_{b,y} P(b)P(y_b|b) \\
P(y_c|F([h,b,u,s,r])) \\
= \sum_{c'} \left[ \sum_{b,y} P(b)P(y_b|b) \right] \\
\times \left[ \sum_r P(r)P(y_r|r)P(y_c|F([0,0,u,s,r])) \right] \\
= \sum_{c'} \alpha(S(c')) \cdot \beta(S(c') \oplus F([0,0,u,s,0])).
\]

In (25), the sum over b is a sum over all the possible values that b can take, each value corresponding to a path in the trellis. On the other hand, any possible path b ends up at a state \( S(c') \in \{0, \ldots, 2^{|c|} - 1\} \) (i.e., one of the \( 2^{|c|} \) possible states). As a result, summing over all the possible paths b is equivalent to summing over all the paths b that end up at state 0, and all the paths that end up at state 1, ..., and all the paths that end up at state \( 2^{|c|} - 1 \). Hence, (25) becomes
with
\[
\alpha (S (c')) = \sum_{b, \mathcal{F}(b, h, 0, 0, 0) = c'} P(b) P(y_b | b),
\]
\[
\beta (S (c')) = \sum_{r} P(r) P(y_c | r) P(y_r | c') \mathcal{F}(0, 0, 0, 0, r)).
\]
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